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Abstract 
It is known that the relative Nielsen number N(f; X, A), the Nielsen number of the complement 
N(f; X - A) and the Nielsen number of the closure N(f; X - A) are optimal lower bounds for 
the number of fixed points on X, X - A and X - A for self-maps of pairs of compact polyhedra 
(X, A) which satisfy fairly general assumptions. We show here that this is still true in the smooth 
category, i.e., that under equivalent assumptions these Nielsen type numbers are optimal lower 
bounds for the number of fixed points of smooth self-maps on pairs of smooth manifolds. 
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1. Introduction 
Nielsen fixed point theory studies minimal fixed point sets of a given continuous map 
f : X -+ X with the help of the Nielsen number N(f). This number is a lower bound 
for the number of fixed points off, and is homotopy invariant. That is, every continuous 
map g : X -+ X which is homotopic to f must have at least N(f) fixed points. If X 
is a compact polyhedron, then conditions are known which allow the construction of 
a continuous map g : X + X which is homotopic to f and has precisely N(f) fixed 
points, and hence N(f) IS an optimal lower bound in these cases. In particular, N(f) is 
optimal for continuous self-maps of a compact manifold X = M if and only if A4 is not 
a surface of negative Euler characteristic [7]. 
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In recent years Nielsen fixed point theory has been extended to the setting of continuous 
maps of pairs of spaces f : (X, A) -+ (X, A). Relative Nielsen numbers have been defined 
which provide homotopy invariant lower bounds for the number of fixed points of f on 
X, on the complement X - A and on the closure X - A. These numbers are the relative 
Nielsen number N(f; X, A) [ 111, the Nielsen number of the complement N(f; X - A) 
[ 171 and the Nielsen number of the closure N( f ; X - A) [ 131. A survey which contains 
the definitions and some facts about these numbers can be found in [15]. (The second 
and third number were originally called the Nielsen number of the complementary space 
and the Nielsen number of the complement, but a change of these awkward names was 
suggested in [ 151.) For pairs of compact polyhedra (X, A), conditions can be found 
in [ 11,17,13] so that these bounds are optimal, i.e., so that they can be realized as the 
number of fixed points on X, X-A and X - A of a continuous map g : (X, A) + (X, A) 
homotopic (under a homotopy of pairs) to f : (X, A) -+ (X, A). 
In the classical setting, where A = 0, it has been know for some time that if X = M 
is a smooth (i.e., Cm) compact manifold of dimension n > 3, then N(f) = i’V(f; X, 0) 
can be realized as the number of fixed points of a smooth self-map of M which is 
smoothly homotopic to f [6]. Hence the problem arises whether smooth realizations can 
be constructed for the various relative Nielsen numbers in the case where (M, A) is a 
suitable pair of smooth compact manifolds and A # 8. (See [15, Section 6, Problem 31.) 
It is not immediately clear that this is possible. One difficulty is that the constructions 
of continuous realizations of relative Nielsen numbers use crucially a basic lemma [ 11, 
Lemma 6. l] which allows the uniting of a fixed point on X - A with a Nielsen equivalent 
fixed point on the topological boundary of A, and the construction in this lemma is not 
smooth. More important, it was shown in [4] (see also [ 141) that if M is a smooth compact 
manifold with boundary aM, then minimal fixed point sets of smooth extensions over 
M of a given smooth self-map of aM must, in some cases, be larger than those of 
continuous extensions. Therefore the extension Nielsen number N(fl+) introduced in 
[4] does not always allow a smooth realization. 
We show here, in Theorem 2 of Section 3, that if (M, A) is a suitable pair of compact 
smooth manifolds, then a finite subset of M which is the fixed point set Fixf of a 
continuous self-map f : (M, A) + (M, A) can also be the fixed point set of a smooth 
self-map g : (M, A) + (M, A) w ic is homotopic to f. We will require that each h’ h 
component of A be a compact submanifold which either lies in M - aM, or in aM, or 
its boundary is nicely placed in aM. In the last case it must, more precisely, be a neat 
submanifold, see Section 2. We shall summarize the three possibilities by saying that A 
must be neatly paired with M. (See the Definition in Section 2.) The proof of Theorem 2 
is obtained by first choosing a smooth approximation of f, and then modifying it near 
Fix f to obtain a smooth map g with the same fixed point set as f. The conditions on A 
are needed to rule out pathologies which would not allow such a smooth approximation. 
The map g is constructed so that it is not only homotopic, but also arbitrarily close to 
the given continuous map f. 
In Section 4 we obtain, as immediate consequences of Theorem 2, smooth realizations 
of the relative Nielsen number, the Nielsen number of the complement and the Nielsen 
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number of the closure. But it is neccessary that the neatly paired manifolds (M, A) satisfy 
some additional conditions. These conditions correspond to those which polyhedral pairs 
must satisfy so that continuous realizations of these numbers can be obtained (Corollaries 
1 and 2). Thus Theorem 2 allows us to construct smooth realizations of these three Nielsen 
type numbers all at once. This construction is much quicker than a smooth replacement 
of the various steps used for the continuous realizations of these numbers. It is quicker 
even if we take into account that constructions which are used in the continuous case 
apply to maps of pairs of polyhedra, and thus can often be simplified for the special case 
of maps of manifold pairs. 
We wish to thank Robert F. Brown for a critical reading of this paper and several 
helpful suggestions. 
2. Smooth approximations of continuous maps of manifold pairs 
To find smooth realizations of relative Nielsen numbers for smooth manifold pairs 
(M, A) we use the fact that continuous self-maps of such pairs have arbitrarily close 
smooth approximations if the submanifold A is defined with some care. To rule out 
pathologies, we need that if aM # 8, then each component Aj of A either lies completely 
in A4 - aA or in aM, or (intuitively speaking) aAj n (M - 8M) intersects i3M 
transversally. 
A submanifold which satisfies this last condition has been called neat [5, p. 301. A 
slightly more general condition called clean, which extends to manifolds with cubical 
corners, is introduced in [S, pp. 12-131. In the topological category the term locally 
Jlat has sometimes been used (see [lo, p. 511). According to Hirsch in [5], a smooth 
m-dimensional submanifold A of a compact smooth n-manifold M is called a neat 
submanifold if aA = A n aM and A is covered by charts (4, U) of M such that 
A fl U = 4-l (RF). The definition of a submanifold, examples of submanifolds which 
are neat or not, and a discussion of the property of neatness can be found in [5, pp. 36 
311. If A is a submanifold and aA = 0, then A is neat if and only if A n aM = 0. In 
general, A is neat if and only if aA = A TI aM and A is not tangent to i3M at any point 
a E aA. 
Continuous realizations of relative Nielsen numbers of (M,A) have usually been 
obtained with methods which use a triangulation of M in which A is a subpolyhedron of 
M. Such compatible triangulations exist if (M, A) is a manifold pair which satisfies the 
assumptions of Theorem 1 below. This is a straightforward consequence of methods and 
theorems in [9, Chapter II, Section lo] on the extension of local triangulations. Note, 
however, that a subpolyhedron of a triangulated manifold need not be a neat submanifold. 
To see this, let M = LR: = { (~1, ~2): x2 2 0) be the upper half-plane. Then the two 
rays which are the intersection of M with the two lines ICI = ?CQ can form a subcomplex 
of a triangulation of the upper half plane, but the one-dimensional subcomplex consisting 
of these two rays is not a neat submanifold. It is not even a submanifold, and it cannot 
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be “smoothed out” at the origin into a submanifold which is neat. Similar examples can 
easily be constructed in which the manifold A4 is compact. 
We are now ready for Theorem 1 which will provide us with smooth approximations 
of a continuous map f : (M, A) + (M, A) on a suitable pair of smooth manifolds. In 
its statement, d(f,g) = sup{d(f(z),g(z)): IC E M} is the sup metric with respect to a 
metric d of M. In the existing realizations of relative Nielsen numbers for continuous 
self-maps of pairs of compact polyhedra the metric d is usually chosen as the barycentric 
one. (See, e.g., [ll-13,16-181.) The precise conditions on the pair (M, A) which we 
need here, and in the rest of the paper, are contained in 
Definition. Let (M, A) be a pair of compact spaces so that M is a smooth n-manifold 
(with or without boundary) and each component Aj of A is a smooth submanifold 
(with or without boundary). Suppose further that, for each j, either Aj c M - aM, 
or A, c aM, or Aj is a neat submanifold. Then (M, A) is called a pair of smooth 
manifolds where A is neatly paired with M. 
Theorem 1. Let (M, A) b e a pair of smooth manifolds where A is neatly paired with 
M. rff:(M,A) -+ (M,A) is a continuous map of pairs, then, given E > 0, there exists 
u smooth map fE : (M, A) -+ (M, A) so that d(f, fE) < E. 
Proof. This theorem is essentially a restatement of a theorem given by Hirsch. (See [5, 
Chapter 2, Section 3, Theorem 3.5, p. 571.) Hirsch does not assume that A is connected, 
but he assumes that one of the three conditions for Aj is satisfied by A as a whole. As 
the construction of the smooth approximation is a local one, an extension to our setting is 
straightforward. Hirsch concludes that smooth self-maps are dense in the function space 
of self-maps of (M, A) with the strong topology, and this implies that for compact metric 
manifold pairs fE can be chosen E-close to f (see [5, pp. 58-591). 0 
3. Smooth approximations with finite fixed point sets 
In this section, we prove our main result, Theorem 2, which will permit the smooth 
realization of the various relative Nielsen numbers in Section 4. By a homotopy we mean 
a continuous map of pairs H : (M x I, A x I) --t (M, A). 
Theorem 2. Let (M, A) be a pair of smooth manifolds where A is neatly paired with 
M. If f : (M, A) + (M, A) is a continuous map of pairs with a finite fixed point set 
Fix f, then there exists a smooth map g : (M, A) + (M, A) homotopic to f so that 
Fix f = Fixg. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is to use Theorem 1 to obtain a smooth approximation fE 
of f for a sufficiently small E, and then modify fE in a suitable neighborhood U of Fix f 
to obtain a smooth map which is still close to f and has the same fixed point set as the 
original map f. 
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For this purpose, we first choose a neighborhood V of Fix f to consist of a finite 
number of disjoint connected sets Vi, open in M, each diffeomorphic to an open unit 
n-ball (5 E lP: 1~1 < 1) or an open unit half-ball (2 E R.3: 1x1 < l}, and so that 
each Vi contains exactly one fixed point xi of f which corresponds to the origin under 
the diffeomorphism. Also, each component Vi of V should either be disjoint from A or 
contain one fixed point of the restriction 7 = f (A : A + A. And in this latter case, Vi 
should be diffeomorphic to the ball or half-ball in such a way that Vi II A corresponds 
to the intersection of the ball or half-ball with a cone in IlP. That such choices are 
possible follows from the assumptions on A. Now we choose in each K a smaller open 
neighborhood Vi of zi such that vi C Vi and f (Vi) C Q, where vi is the closure of 
Ui. Finally, we choose an open neighborhood Wi of xi with mi C Vi and f (ITi) C Vi, 
and make all choices so that the diffeomorphism from Vi to a ball or half-ball restricts to 
a diffeomorphism from (Vi, Wi) to a pair of open balls (or half-balls, depending on Vi) 
around the origin. We set U = U Vi. For x E X - U, the distance d(z, f(x)) is bounded 
away from 0, say d(x, f (x)) > y > 0 for all z E X - U. Hence if 0 < E < ir and fE 
is a smooth &-approximation of f, which exists according to Theorem 1, then we have 
for all x E X - U that 
d(x, fE(X)) 2 d(x, f (x)) - d(f (x), fdx)) 2 Y - E > 07 
and so fE(x) # x for all x E X - U. 
We further take E small enough so that fc(vi) c Vi and fE(wi) c Vi for all i. Then 
we can think of G(x) = fE(x) - x f or all x E Vi, where the substraction is relative to 
the identification with a subset of R” or RF. By making Vi and E small enough, we can 
make v’ small on Vi and also ensure that r?(z) is nonvanishing for all x in a neighborhood 
of aWi. Moreover, V’(x) lies in the cone corresponding to A if x E A, as fE(x) is then 
also in A. Note, however, that v’ can have even infinitely many zeros near the fixed point 
of f in Vi. 
We want to modify v’ in each neighborhood Vi so that v’ remains C” and tangent-to-A 
in the obvious sense, but has only one zero, at the origin. This is clearly just a Euclidean 
problem, and so a smooth map g : (M, A) + (M, A) with the same fixed point set as f, 
and arbitrarily close to f, can be obtained by using the Smooth Coning Lemma below. A 
homotopy between f and g exists if f and g are sufficiently close. This can be shown by 
using a triangulation of (M, A) and the barycentric metric of M. If E is small enough, 
f(x) and g(x) will li e in the same simplex or in adjoining simplices, and so the map 
(Y from [2, VIII.C, Lemma 1, p, 1241 provides a homotopy H(z, t) = a(f (x),g(x),t) 
which, by construction of o, is a homotopy of pairs. 0 
It remains to state and prove the Smooth Coning Lemma, which contains a smooth 
extension, suitable for our manifold pairs, of the continuous “coning” construction of an 
isolated fixed point. We write B” for the closed unit n-ball {x: (x1 < I} in iw” and B3 
for the closed unit half-ball B” fl IQ, with boundaries Sn-’ = {x E Rn: 1x1 = 1) and 
s;-’ = {Z E llq: (51 = 1). 
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Smooth Coning Lemma. (i) Let C be a smooth vectorjeld defined in an open neighbor- 
hood U of B” in JR”. Assume that;(z) # o’for 1x1 3 1 and that IG(x)I < 1 everywhere. 
Then there exists a smooth vectorjeld 17’ on U so that v” is zero at the origin, has no 
other zeros, ii’ = v’ on S”-’ and outside a neighborhood of B” in U, and IC’I < 1 
everywhere. 
Moreover if L is a cone in IFIr” and G(x) E L f or all x E L n U, then v” can be chosen 
so that V”(x) E L for all x E L n U. 
(ii) The same result holds, mutatis mutandis, if B” and S”-’ are replaced by B; and 
Sy-? 
Proof. We show how one can construct the vector field v” in case (i). The proof of case 
(ii) is similar, and omitted. 
Let X : R -+ IR be a smooth function with the following properties: 
(1) 1 2 X(t) > 0 for all t E IR, 
(2) X(t) = 1 for all t 3 1, 
(3) X(t) = 0 for all t < 0, 
(4) 1 > x(t) > 0 for all 0 < t < 1, 
(5) X vanishes to infinite order at 0. 
(The construction of X is similar to the one of y in [5, p. 421.) Then we define a vector 
field w’ on B” by 
W’(x) = 1 W4)~(~/l4), for x # 6 o’, for z = 6. 
Since X vanishes to infinite order at 0, it is easy to check that w’ is smooth on the open 
unit ball which is the interior of B”. Combining ti and v’ via a partition of unity yields 
the required v”. 0 
4. Consequences of the theorem 
We now use Theorem 2 to obtain, in two corollaries, smooth realizations of the relative 
Nielsen number, the Nielsen number of the complement and the Nielsen number of the 
closure. In the statement of both corollaries we simplify the assumptions made on the pair 
of compact polyhedra (M, A) in the various existing continuous realization theorems to 
our setting of pairs of manifolds. An assumption which occurs in the continuous setting 
is that each self-map fj : Aj --f Aj of a component A, of the compact subpolyhedron 
A is homotopic to a self-map g3 : Aj + A, with N(fj) fixed points, and that these 
fixed points can lie anywhere in A,. A space with this property is called a Nielsen 
space in [11,13] and [17]. But on compact manifolds, fixed points can always be moved 
to arbitrary locations, and so a manifold is a Nielsen space if and only if the Nielsen 
number is an optimal lower bound for all self-maps. This, in turn, is true if and only 
if the compact manifold is not a surface of negative Euler characteristic [7]. (Spaces 
with the property that N(f) is optimal for all self-maps f are frequently called Wecken 
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spaces. A survey of the Wecken property for manifolds is contained in 131.) We shall 
also require in Corollary 1 that A can be by-passed in the manifold M, which means 
that every path in M with endpoints in M - A is path-homotopic to a path in M - A 
[Ill. 
The main consequences of Theorem 2 are contained in Corollary 1. Its first part follows 
from [ 17, Theorem 3.81, as an inspection of the proof of this theorem shows that it gives 
us a map with a finite fixed point set on M, and therefore we may apply our Theorem 2. 
We obtain the second and third part of Corollary 1 from [ll, Theorem 6.21 and [13, 
Theorem 5.11. 
Corollary 1. Let f : (M, A) -+ (M, A) b e a continuous map of a pair of smooth mani- 
folds where A is neatly paired with an n-manifold M, n > 3, and A can be by-passed 
in M. 
(1) There is a smooth map g : (M, A) -+ (M, A) homotopic to f which has N(f; M - 
A) jixed points on the complement M - A. 
(2) If no component of A is a sulfate of negative Euler characteristic, then there is 
a smooth map g : (M, A) + (M, A) h omotopic to f which has N(f; M, A) fired points 
on M. 
(3) If each component of A is of dimension n, then there is a smooth map g : (M, A) + 
(M, A) homotopic to f which has N(f; M - A) fixed points on the closure M - A. 
The assumptions on (M,A) in part (3) of Corollary 1 are satisfied if M = Bn is 
the closed unit ball in IP, with n 3 3, and A is the disjoint union of finitely many 
closed n-balls in its interior. This example is a typical special case of the example 
used by C. Bowszyc to illustrate his introduction of the relative Lefschetz number. It 
consequently motivated the introduction of the Nielsen number of the closure. (See [ 1, 
Theorem 5.11 and [ 13, Example 3.81 and the comments after the end of the proof of 
[13, Theorem 5.11.) The assumptions of part (3) of Corollary I are also satisfied in [ 13, 
Example 3.91, where M is a solid 3-torus and A the union of 3-balls in its interior. Note 
also that it follows from 118, Theorem 4.21 and its proof that in part (1) of Corollary 1 
the condition that A can be by-passed may be omitted if N(f; M - A) is replaced by 
the surplus Nielsen number SN(f; M - A) introduced by X. Zhao in this paper, and 
from [ 17, Theorem 3.91 that under the assumptions of part (3) the map g can be chosen 
so that it simultaneously realizes N(f; M, A), N(f; X - A) and N(f; M - A). 
Finally we deal with maps which are homotopic to the identity map of (M, A). For this 
simpler case, very precise results about minimal fixed point sets of smooth deformations 
are contained in the lengthy Theorem 4.1 of [12]. They depend on the Euler characteristics 
of M and of the various components of A. We can extend these results to the smooth 
setting. 
Corollary 2. Let (M, A) be a pair of smooth manifolds where A is neatly paired with 
M. Then there exists a smooth deformation of (M, A) with N(id; M, A) fixed points 
which are located as in [ 12, Theorem 4.1, (i)-(iii)]. 
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Extensions of Theorems 1 and 2 to suitable triads of compact manifolds can be used 
to realize the Nielsen number of the triad N(f; A1 U AZ) from [ 161 by a smooth triad 
map. We omit the details. 
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